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Safe and Secure 
Entrances

Three  Layers of added Security

First
- main entrances have been redesigned
- this change allows main entrances to be 

locked during school hours
- Principal’s office will have window to 

entrance
- all other doors will always be locked

PHS Bond Section A - 1
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Safe and Secure 
Entrances

Three Layers of added Security

Second
- school staff will buzz-in individuals to main 

office using video technology
- please communicate and remind all visitors 

that this is our expectation for entry to our 
buildings during the school day

PHS Bond Section A - 2



Safe and Secure 
Entrances

Three Layers of added Security

Third
- once in the main office, visitor’s business will 

be handled
- office staff will have the ability to 

electronically lock the door leading to 
student hallway if visitor is not welcome to 
continue to student population

PHS Bond Section A - 3

Main
Office



General Safety 
Upgrades 

- upgraded electrical systems
- fire alarm and security systems replaced
- more sensitive and accurate
- faster response and precise location indicators
- sequenced strobes meet all ADA requirements
- additional video surveillance cameras
- new PA and Bell systems with zoning 

capability 
- new emergency and  exterior LED lighting

PHS Bond Section B - 1
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Windows / Shades
- many will enjoy more natural light 

- our new windows are double paned and 30% more 
energy efficient (removed ugly panels)

- all instructional spaces should have two means of 
egress (many rooms will now have a labelled window 
- be aware what you place near it)

- our new HVAC system brings tremendously more 
filtered fresh air in than you are accustomed to 
(no need to open windows 500CFM)
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Windows / Shades
- new industrial strength shades will help when you 

need to darken your room

- when not in use, please leave shades at building level 
(black dot on frame) for a consistent aesthetic 
exterior view for passers by

- in a temperature controlled environment windows 
are for egress and in most cases do not need to be 
opened

- no distractions from outside noises
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Classroom Doors
- many classroom doors will be replaced (2nd week in Sept)
- interior deadbolt “quick-locking” mechanisms allow staff to 

secure rooms from the inside without a key or having to go 
into hallway in the case of an emergency

- staff should carry their key when leaving room (even if it is 
not locked - make it a habit)

- self closing mechanisms are fire code (no wedges please)
- doorway windows have safety wired glass (no punch 

through)
- doorway windows should not be covered
- new lever handles meet all ADA requirements
- new ADA room number plaques
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Classroom Environment
- your classroom now has air conditioning
-
- although the district will control global 

settings and default temperatures … your 
classroom has its own thermostat

-
- this means your room will be the temperature 

it is intended to be
-
- you as the teacher have individual control up 

or down - 3 degrees  (just press the arrows)

PHS Bond Section E - 1
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Classroom Environment
- the large box in your room is a “vertical univent”
- it constantly replaces your environment with 

incredible amounts of fresh air from outside (500 
CFM)

- distributes heat and cool evenly throughout room (not 
just from one side)

- No background noise - its size is due to the necessary 
internal quieting components (significantly quieter 
than your previous HVAC device and much more 
efficient)

- feel free to use this as an instructional surface by 
magnetically sticking student work to it, please do not 
cover the side vents
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Flexible Furniture
- your classroom has been equipped with modern, 

flexible furniture (industrial grade)
- district teams have determined the best allocation of 

pieces for each level and content
- Furniture is specifically inventoried and should 

remain in your room unless the Director of 
Instruction determines otherwise (no trading)

- our Instructional Team will continue to offer 
professional development

- in October, we will ask you for formal feedback that 
will help guide future decision making around 
furniture for the district

PHS Bond Section F - 1
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Flexible Furniture
- link to ELEMENTARY FURNITURE

- link to MIDDLE SCHOOL FURNITURE

- HIGH SCHOOL Design Committee begins this 
fall

- Much more PD to come during building 
meeting times on furniture strategies 

PHS Bond Section F - 1
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Paint
- all rooms and most parts of the building have been 

professionally painted (colors chosen by your 
building team with help from an  interior design 
consultant)

- most classes have an accent surface on the main 
instructional wall

- please do not paint on or permanently stick nor 
hang things to any surfaces without permission 
from your Principal (Acceptable Guidelines)

PHS Bond Section G - 1
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Technology
- your building wifi infrastructure has been completely 

redesigned and modernized
- you now have an environment that provides enough 

high  speed internet service to handle 3 devices for 
every student … at the same time 

- our technology and instructional teams are working 
to deploy new student and teacher devices (link)

- 34 professional development workshops were 
offered this summer focused on using technology in 
the classroom  … much more to come

PHS Bond Section H - 1
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Technology
- if a device is broken or damaged please report to help desk right 

away

- spot check for damage as you go around room helping

- devices are intentionally inventoried to your room and should 

not be shared to other rooms without Principal permission

- using the provided district numbering system, please assign 

students a specific device (ie Cart 1-Slot 12)

- always a good idea for students to get and return devices to cart 

in small groups - not all at once 

- use a micro-fiber cloth to clean touch screens (no paper towel or 

windex)

- remind students to logout if applicable

- BTW these are state-of-the-art flip and touch screen devices 

(best in region)

PHS Bond Section H - 2
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Technology

-When should you
Expect devices to 
Arrive?
-5 Things everyone should know about the 
17/18 technology rollout

PHS Bond Section H - 3
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Infrastructure
- much work has been accomplished above the 

ceilings, in the walls, under the floors and in the 
boiler rooms

- far too much to add here, but know that your 
building is in great shape

- we still have work to do over the years to come
- remember that our initial bond that failed last May 

had to be reduced by 1/3 … so some long term 
issues were unable to be addressed

- we had to prioritize … these have not gone away

PHS Bond Section I-1
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Professional Collaboration Room

- this room has been designed as purely an adult space 
for professional work and dialogue

- this space is in addition to the staff lunch room and 
existing work rooms

- this is a place student and school data can be stored 
and shared safely 

PHS Bond Section J - 1
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Learning Commons

- large enough for three classrooms to work 
together at one time

- equipped with a 65 inch flat screen and a short 
throw projector (use individually or 
simultaneously) 

- writable wall surfaces for collaboration
- glassed in small-group collaborative rooms
- flexible furniture including mobile book shelves 

and media perch

PHS Bond Section K - 1
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Punch List / Feedback
- your eyes and assessment are very important to the 

process
- we have created a digital feedback mechanism for 

you to provide feedback (link)
- each item should be logged separately
- if you see something - report it by Sept. 29th
- just do it once - we will determine if it is part of the 

Bond work and prioritize 
- please only do this for your classroom - principal will 

do common areas (thanks in advance) 

PHS Bond Section L - 1
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Unpacking
- your technology should be hooked up and working ... 

if not, email help desk and/or add to punchlist

- as you unpack, please breakdown any boxes that are 
still usable and either leave by your door or send to 
custodian (these will be sent to Phase II buildings)

- it is always a good habit to have the children tidy up 
your room the last minute of class - this practice will 
be imperative to keep our new flexible spaces tidy 
giving our awesome custodians time to focus on 
cleaning 

PHS Bond Section 
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Thank you to all those who volunteered on district design committees, site 
team members, those who went on site visits, came to fairs, listened & 
provided feedback and participated in summer PD.  Without your work the 
bond implementation could not have been the collaborative process it was.

Final Thoughts

We are far from complete in these 4 buildings.  We said all along that this 
scope of work could never be accomplished in just the summer.  We now 
continue on second shift as work continues in the months to follow.
Thank you for your flexibility. It will all be worth it for our students. 
#1PHASD


